Quick Installation Guide

1 Safety Information

- Avoid blocking vents
- Avoid getting wet
- Wear anti-static gloves
- Professional operator
- Keep fiber end face clean
- Keep away from heat
- Equipment grounding
- Never look into fiber ports
- Voltage in the rated range
FMT WDM Infrastructure Modules

1-Slot Card Type

OEO  DWDM EDFA  OLP

2-Slot Card Type

DCM  EYDFA  OTDR

NOTE:
FMT modules are designed as 1-slot card or 2-slot card to match the managed chassis.
1-slot card: OEO, DWDM EDFA, OLP, VOA, R/B, OPD, etc.
2-slot card: DCM, EYDFA, SOA, OTDR, OPM, etc.
4 Chassis Slot Occupancy

Occupy 1 Slot

Occupy 2 Slots

5 Accessories:

4x

1x

2x

WARNING

Optional (Not Included):
6 Removing the Blank Plate

NOTE: Take 4U managed chassis installation for example.

7 Inserting the Card and Tightening the Screws

8 Installing the Sliding Shelf

9 Installing the Chassis
11 Installing the Power Cable

AC Power

**NOTE:**
1. Turn off the AC/DC power before connecting.
2. The chassis can be powered by one AC power supply or two AC power supplies.

DC Power

**NOTE:**
1. Ensure proper connection for all wires.
2. Tighten the wire with a screwdriver after full insertion.